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Summary

An aircraft designed to meet low-sonic-boom or

shaped ground-overpressure signature requirements
has a volume and lift equivalent-area distribution

that is in good agreement with the equivalent areas of

a desired theoretical curve. Final-stage design modi-

fications of the aircraft geometry to meet this require-

ment are usually made through adjustments to the

fuselage normal cross-section areas that are derived

from the corresponding fuselage equivalent areas by
iterative methods. The time required to obtain good

agreement between the desired low-boom-area dis-
tribution and the conceptual-aircraft total-area dis-

tribution can be reduced by using a semiempirical
method that eliminates much of the final trial-and-

error iteration previously employed. Fuselages from

conceptual aircraft designed to generate low-sonic-

boom ground overpressures at cruise Mach numbers

of 2.0 and 3.0 were used as examples to examine the

capabilities and limitations of the method. Results

indicate that, as a design tool, the method has merit
consistent with other linear-theory methods.

Introduction

An aircraft designed to meet low-sonic-boom re-

quirements and specified mission requirements must
have its components shaped and integrated such that

its total (volume and lift) equivalent areas are in
good agreement with a desired, theoretical low-boom

curve. These volume and lift equivalent areas are ob-

tained, using the methods of references 1 to 3, from

a mathematical analysis of the aircraft component

geometry as they are iteratively blended and inte-

grated to achieve aerodynamic efficiency, structural

integrity, and low-boom potential. During the final

stages of aircraft design and component integration,
the agreement between the equivalent area of the de-

sired low-boom curve and the equivalent area of the

conceptual aircraft can reach the condition shown in

figure 1, where only small area increments separate
the two area-distribution curves. A corresponding

comparison of ground overpressure signatures com-

puted from these two area distributions with the sig-
natures is shown in figure 2. The overall agreement

is fairly good, but it could be much better if small

but strategic geometry adjustments were made on
the aircraft.

A change in the wing planform would require a

new camber surface and more computation time and

effort with new problems of integrating wing, fuse-

lage, engines, fins, etc., to be resolved. The simplest
and most convenient solution is, in most cases, to

add all the required equivalent area to the fuselage.

(See fig. 3.) This strategy is based on the assump-

tions that the required adjustments do not prevent

the fuselage from being used as originally planned,

and that the fuselage can be represented as a cam-

bered body of revolution when calculating the pro-

jected Mach plane area slices in the wave-drag code of
reference 1. Thus, the general problem of obtaining

fuselage normal area from fuselage equivalent areas
is made more tractable.

Because trial-and-error fuselage modifications can

be tedious and time consuming, a computer-

implemented method would be of help during this

design phase. A semiempirical method, based on
slender-body and area-rule cone theories, has been

devised and encoded. It generates fuselage nor-

mal areas that meet low-boom-area agreement con-

ditions with a reasonable degree of accuracy. An-

other approach, iterative in methodology, is discussed
in reference 4. The renewed interest in conduct-

ing research that could lead to a second-generation
supersonic-cruise commercial transport has provided

the stimulus to develop a design tool for adjusting

the fuselage areas to match those needed for obtain-

ing desired low-boom equivalent-area distributions.

Symbols

A fuselage cross-sectional area normal

to fuselage camber line z(x), ft 2

A E equivalent ("Mach sliced") areas, ft 2

h aircraft altitude, ft

Kc fuselage camber factor (see fig. 6)

Ks fuselage surface slope factor (see

fig.7)

1 fuselage length, ft

lE fuselage effective length, l + flz(1), ft

M Mach number

Ap incremental pressure measured from

free-stream static pressure

r fuselage radius derived from equiva-

lent areas, Ax/_/r, ft

? fuselage radius derived from normal

areas, ft

x distance along longitudinal coordi-

nate axis, ft

x E effective distance along longitudinal
coordinate axis, x + _z(x), ft

z fuselage camber ordinate, ft

/3 Mach number parameter,

_/M 2 - 1.0



A small increment

• fuselage camber-line slope,

tan-l(Az/Ax), deg (see fig. 6)

rl surface slope, AT/Ax at x (see
fig. 7(5))

it Mach angle, sin- 1 (1. O/M), deg

Subscripts:

0,1 area or radius notation (see
fig. 7(5))

Method Description

The empirical method used to compute fuselage

normal areas from fuselage equivalent areas consists

of three elements shown schematically in figure 4. A
change of equivalent-area position from the effective-

length line to the fuselage camber line is the first
element. A fuselage camber slope correction and a

fuselage surface slope correction are the second and

third elements; these elements are applied to the

repositioned equivalent area to estimate the normal
area.

The first element is described with the aid of

figure 5. At a distance along the fuselage longitudinal

axis x an effective distance x E is computed as follows:

XE = x + 13z(x) (1)

A corresponding equivalent area A E is found and
an uncorrected normal-area estimate at distance x is

calculated as follows:

A(x) = AE(XE) (2)

The second element, a fuselage camber slope fac-

tor Kc, is calculated as follows:

gc = sin[p + tan -1 (Az(x)/Ax)]/sin # (3)

This element corrects, approximately, for local fuse-

lage camber slope effects. Figure 6 shows the deriva-

tion of equation (3). A cylinder of area A0 is

superimposed on the fuselage section at distance x;

the axis is tangent to the fuselage camber line and the

diameter is the same as the fuselage station diameter.

Geometric projection of the cylinder (fuselage) nor-

mal area A0 to the Mach plane and then to a plane

normal to the free-stream direction gives an effective

area A E. In the reverse sense, cylindrical area A 0

can be found from AE by using the factor Kc given

by equation (3).
The third element, a fuselage surface slope factor

Ks, is obtained from an approximation to local cone

theory. In figure 7, the essentials of this approxima-

tion are sketched. The fuselage camber is excluded,

because thiseffect is accounted for by the factor Kc.

The normal radius ? and the local surface slope r/

are estimated from the equivalent areas, since these

quantities are initially known (fig. 7(a)). A truncated

cone that is Mach line bound is calculated from #, 77
and r so as to obtain values of x 0 and Xl. Surface

slope is obtained from

tan 7/_ (71 - _o)/(xl - xo) (4a)

as shown in figure 7(b) and is iterated from

tan n --= (1 -/_2 tan 2 r/)3/4 Ar/AxE (4b)

The local slope factor Ks is then obtained as follows:

Ks = (1 - f12 tan 2 _?)3/2

Combining these three elements provides an esti-

mate of the fuselage normal area at x from

A(x) =- KcKsAE(XE) (6)

This method of obtaining fuselage normal areas from

equivalent areas is very accurate when the fuselage is
cylindrical or nearly cylindrical, since

Ks = 1.0 (7a)

A(x) = AE(XE) sin(# + •)/sin p (7b)

It is based on the same linearized theory and slender-

body theory that is used in other analysis codes; thus,

it has the same limitations and applicability. The

following examples illustrate the applicability of this
empirical method, and the results demonstrate its
capabilities and limitations.

Examples and Results

The following two examples demonstrate the

method in its intended mode of application: de-

termining fuselage normal areas for the design of
conceptual aircraft to meet low-sonic-boom require-

ments. The aircraft design has progressed to the

point (fig. 8) where it satisfies mission requirements.

At this stage, the wing planform shape, camber and

twist, and airfoil thickness have been set; the fuse-

lage volume and camber hold the required crew, pas-
sengers, and baggage, and position the control sur-

faces; and the engine and inlet-nozzle nacelles are

designed and integrated with the airframe. Aircraft

total-equivalent areas are close to, but not in ade-

quate agreement with, the theoretical areas required
for an acceptable sonic-boom signature shape. The



mostconvenientwayof solvingthis problemis to
addall theremainingequivalent-areaincrementsto
thefuselageandthencalculatea normal-areadistri-
butionthat hasthedesired,accumulatedequivalent-
areadistribution.

Example1 was a Mach 2.0 conceptualaircraft
(fig.8) that hadsmalldifferencesbetweenits de-
signedand its desiredlow-boomequivalentar-
eas(fig. 9(a)). Theseincrementalareaswere
addedto the fuselageequivalentareas,sothat
the empiricalmethodcouldbe usedto obtain
correctedfuselagenormal areas. Figure 9(b)
showsa comparisonbetweentheinitial fuselage
equivalentareas,the low-boom-requiredfuselage
equivalentareas,and the wave-dragprogram-
calculated"Machsliced"fuselageareasobtained
fromfuselagenormalareassuppliedbytheempir-
icalmethodcode.Therelativelygoodagreement
betweenthe requiredandthe calculatedequiv-
alentfuselageareasindicatesthat this stepwas
successfullycompleted.As a checkon howwell
thenewfuselageareasblendedwiththeotherair-
craftcomponentsto meetlow-boomrequirements
andgeneratea low-boomgroundsignature,the
combinedvolumeandlift equivalentareaswere
usedasinput data in a sonic-boompropagation
code(ref. 5). A comparisonof overpressuresig-
naturesfrom the low-boomconceptualaircraft
(beforeand after modification)and the mini-
mumoverpressurepredictioncodeisshownin fig-
ure9(c).Sincethesignatureshapeissensitiveto
trendsin thesecondderivativeof area,thefairly
goodagreementbetweenthedesiredoverpressure
andlow-boomconstrainedaircraftsignaturesin-
dicatesthat the empirical-fuselagenormal-area
predictionscloselymatchedthosethat met low-
boomrequirementsat a Machnumberof 2.0.

Example2 wassimilar to the designdescribedin
example1,butwithadesignMachnumberof3.0
insteadof2.0.A comparisonof initial areas,low-
boom-requiredequivalentareas,and predicted
Machslicedfuselageareasfrom the empirical-
methodcodeareshownin figure 10(a). The
agreementin areamagnitudesandtrendsisfairly
goodoverall.However,nearregionsofrapidarea
change,the agreementin magnitudeis not as
goodasat aMachnumberof 2.0.In figure10(b),
whereoverpressuresignaturesarecompared,the
effectsof areadifferencesarereadilyseen.The
noseshockis10percentstrongerthandesired,the
requiredramp-likecompressionandexpansionis
replacedby two smallbut finite-strengthshocks
that sandwicha hump-likeclusterof minishocks,
andthetail shockis,likethenoseshock,stronger
thandesired.

With additionaltrial-and-errorareatrimming,
this signatureshapecanbebroughtcloserto thede-
siredshape.Thus,thefuselagenormal-areadistri-
butioncalculatedby theempiricalmethodcanbea
majorfirst steptowarda final,satisfactorysolution.
As such,it canindicatewhetheranexactsolution
is worthpursuingby providingazero-liftwave-drag
estimateandapredictedground-overpressuresigna-
tureshape.

Concluding Remarks

An aircraft designedto meet low-sonic-boom
or shapedground-overpressuresignatureconstraints
has a volumeand lift equivalentof a theoretical
constraintcurve. Final-stagedesignmodifications
of the aircraft geometryto meetthis requirement
areusuallymadethroughadjustmentsto the fuse-
lagenormalcross-sectionareasthat arederivedfrom
thecorrespondingfuselageequivalentareasbyitera-
tive methods.However,the timerequiredto obtain
a goodagreementbetweenthe desired,low-boom-
areadistributionand the conceptual-aircrafttotal-
areadistributioncanbe reducedby usinga semi-
empirical method that eliminatesmuch of the
final trial-and-erroriterationpreviouslyused.Fuse-
lagesfrom conceptualaircraft designedto gener-
ate low-sonic-boomgroundoverpressuresat cruise
Machnumbersof 2.0and 3.0wereusedas exam-
plesto examinethe capabilitiesand limitationsof
themethod.Resultsindicatedthat themethodhas
merit asa designtool consistentwith otherlinear-
theorymethods.

NASALangleyResearchCenter
Hampton,VA23665-5225
November6,1990
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Figure 1. Comparison of equivalent areas from conceptual aircraft with desired low-boom-area curve near final
stages of geometry definition.
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Figure 2. Comparison of overpressure signatures from conceptual aircraft with low-boom equivalent areas.
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Figure 3. Comparison of fuselage areas to show modifications needed to meet desired low-boom requirements.
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Figure 4. Schematic description of empirical method.
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Figure 5. Mach line shift of areas AE(XE) for A(x) ,_ AE(XE) (uncorrected first estimate).
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Ao = Area across section A-A

A_ = Area across section B-B

/5,¢ = Area across section C-C

A, = Ao /sin (/_ +e)

AE = A, sin

Ao = A__5i n (/_+c) / s_/_ = K¢ AF

Kc --
sin

Figure 6. Derivation of fuselage camber slope factor Kc.
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Figure 7. Derivation of fuselage slope factor Ks.



(a) Three-view schematic.
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(b) Equivalent areas.

Figure 8. Conceptual aircraft nearing final definition.
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(b) Fuselage area comparisons.

Figure 9. Mach 2.0 low-boom aircraft.
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(b) Comparison of pressure signature at h = 65 000 ft.

Figure 10. Mach 3.0 low-boom aircraft.
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